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Abstract-The simplest acoustic systems with sound and vibration-fluid-loaded infinite thin 
elastic planes-are investigated in frames of operator theory. The operators for such systems are 
derived, which is of interest by itself, since the initial equations for such systems involve frequency- 
dependent boundary conditions. The spectral analysis of the operators obtained is presented in 
explicit form. 
We study sound waves scattering by infinite elastic planes using Lax-Phillips scattering theory. We 
show that the singularities of the reflection coefficient form the spectrum of the contracting semigroup 
in the Lax-Phillips scheme. Their part on the physical sheet describes the well-known head (side) 
waves, when the velocity of the energy transfer through the elastic boundary is supersonic. 
Keywords-Lax-Phillips scattering theory, Head waves. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of sound waves diffraction by infinite vibrating plates and membranes had been 
widely discussed in hydroacoustics (see, for example, [l-3] and the literature cited therein). First 
results in this field were obtained by Lord Rayleigh [4]. H owever, these problems were almost 
out of scope of the operators’ theory in mathematical physics [5]. The only exception are the 
results obtained by Andronov [6], but the operators constructed in his papers are not equivalent 
to the acoustic equations for the system (as it was noticed in [7]) and, therefore, their analysis is 
not the solution of the classical problem. Correct operator was considered in [8], but it was used 
only for the study of eigenfrequencies of a compact resonator. Moreover, the basic Hilbert space 
there is induced by the Dirichlet norm, which is not quite standard for mathematical physics [5]. 
The main difficulty of the operator’s construction is that the boundary conditions of contact 
for a system with sound and vibration include the spectral parameter. Therefore it is impossible 
to obtain a self&joint operator in Lz(O) which is equivalent to the initial acoustic equations. It 
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turns out that the transition to a wider Hilbert space is necessary for operator formulation as it 
was made in the works [9-121. 
In the present paper, we construct and analyze the operators for sound and vibration in he 
mogeneous infinite plane elastic structures (membranes or plates, also multilayered) contacting 
acoustic medium (fluid). It is supposed that the plate is thin, that is, its small deformations are 
presented by functions (maybe, vector-valued) on the plane with codimension 1. The operators 
are constructed in Section 2. The vibrations of the plate can be treated in frames of both clsssi- 
cal or Timoshenko-Mindlin [13] models; multilayered plates [14] may be considered by the same 
method. 
In Section 3, the spectral analysis of the operators is presented. It turns out that due to the 
translation invariance such an operator is unitary equivalent to the orthogonal integral of the 
operators that can be analyzed explicitly. Each item in the integral coincides (up to a trivial 
shift) with the well-known [15-171 Schradinger operator for a one-dimensional quantu:m particle 
interacting with a zero-range potential with internal structure. For our purposes it is convenient 
to use the theory of zero-range potentials in its algebraic version [18]. 
We carry out complete spectral analysis of our operator C and obtain the sufficient (conditions 
for absence of the singularly continuous spectrum. We obtain explicitly the orthonormal basis of 
scattered and surface waves; it also gives us the spectral representation. It turns out that there 
always exists the absolutely continuous branch of the operator’s spectrum corresponding to the 
scattered waves. We obtain the reflection coefficient explicitly in terms of the Fourier transform 
of the operator describing free vibrations; the operator’s resolvent is presented in the Fourier 
representation. 
In Section 4, we analyze scattering in the systems in question. Following [19], we introduce the 
Hilbert space YE of initial data for the corresponding wave equation; the squared norm coincides 
with the system’s energy on Dam(L). The mapping V(s) of the initial data at t = 0 to the data 
at the moment t = s is a one-parameter group of unitary operators. We compare ilt with the 
unperturbed unitary group Vo(s) generated by the wave equation with the Dirichlet condition 
on the plane boundary 
utt = c2Au, u18n = 0. (1) 
The group U. acts in the space of initial data ?@. It turns out that the reflection coefficient 
coincides with the scattering matrix St (superscript “t” means “temporal”) in the time-dependent 
scattering theory, given by 
s = w+wy, 
where W* are the forward (+) and the backward (-) wave operators. They are defined as the 
strong limits 
W* = lim t-ckoo U,(-t)P(O)U(t)P 9, 
where P, is the orthoprojector onto the subspace of scattered waves (corresponding to an abso- 
lutely continuous branch of the spectrum with constant multiplicity). P(O) is the orthoprojector 
in tiE onto ?t$). Existence of the scattering matrix implies that the energy of a state, orthogonal 
to all surface waves, is eventually radiated into fluid as t -+ foe. However, the analytical proper- 
ties of the ‘temporal’ scattering matrix are not regular. Explicit examples show that the matrix 
may have singularities on the physical sheet (which now coincides with the lower half-plane of 
the spectral parameter). 
Consider scattering by an infinite membrane. If the velocity of the membrane’s vibrations c, 
exceeds the speed of sound in fluid, then for the angle of incidence 6 (the angle between the wave 
vector and the normal to the plane) such that sin6 > c/c, (19 is larger than the angle of the total 
internal reflection) the ‘time-dependent’ scattering matrix St(c) has one pole on the ‘physical’ 
sheet 8a c 0. (For 29 < arcsin(c/cm), the pole is situated on the ‘nonphysical’ sheet.) 
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Thus, the ‘time-dependent’ S-matrix may have singularities when the spectral parameter (fre 
quency) is on the physical sheet. Unboundedness of the scatterer implies that they do not 
correspond to localized states. 
Generally, the snalyticity of the ‘temporal’ S-matrix on the physical sheet is connected with 
the causality principle [20-221. In our case, the generalized eigenfunctions, corresponding to the 
complex poles in the lower half-plane, have no evident physical interpretation. The energy of these 
eigenfunctions in every compact domain grows to infinity as t + +oo. Thus, the time-dependent 
scattering theory is not completely satisfactory for the systems in question. 
It turns out that in the subspace 3-1$) = P8’H$’ it is possible to interpret the scattering 
in frames of Lax-Phillips approach [19]. We define the incoming subspace D- (the outgoing 
subspace D+) using the geometric condition that the solution corresponding to the data f E D- 
(g E D+) vanishes in the backward (in the forward) cone 
www Y) = 0, &qq? < -ct, t < 0, 
[ICi(tm,d = 0, dim-2 < d, t > o] 7 
where c is the speed of sound in fluid. We prove that for differential operators of free vibrations 
the subspaces Dk always exist and are defined uniquely. We obtain the explicit form of the 
incoming and the outgoing spectral representations. The representations differ from the same 
representations for the unperturbed problem (1); therefore, the scattering matrix obtained from 
these representations differs from S t. For odd n (n is the dimension of the acoustic medium) 
holds D+ I D-. 
Using the orthogonality of Dh, we obtain the natural contracting semigroup 
.2(t) = P+u(t)P- inK=?&)@(D+@D-), 
where P* are the orthoprojectors on the orthogonal complements to D*, respectively. Following 
the general scheme in [19], we infer that the singularities of the ‘geometric’ scattering matrix SG 
(which connects the incoming and the outgoing spectral representations) coincide with the spec- 
trum of the dissipative generator B of the contracting semigroup 
B = -$ -WI,=, . 
Therefore, it is possible to interpret the poles of the ‘geometric’ S-matrix in the upper half- 
plane as the eigenvalues corresponding to the decaying states in K, the imaginary part of the 
poles gives the velocity of decay. Analysis of the dissipative semigroup is simplified by the fact 
that, due to the translation invariance, the angle of inclination of the reflected wave (the angle 
between the wave vector and the normal to the boundary) coincides with the angle of incidence 
for the incident wave. In particular, for each fixed angle of incidence the number of resonances 
is finite (for polynomial operators of free vibrations). 
It is of interest to compare the results of the two standard approaches-the S-matrix in the 
time-dependent theory and the Lax-Phillips S-matrix. The ‘geometric’ scattering matrix has the 
form 
SG = s+s-, 
where Sk are the factors, which are unitary on the real axis and holomorphic for So < 0, which 
give the factorization of the ‘temporal’ S-matrix: 
St = S+K’. 
The factors Sk are defined uniquely by the condition that their poles never coincide. Evidently 
if St is analytical for Scr < 0, then St = S G. Thus, the singularities of SG (and, consequently, 
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the spectrum of generator B) are naturally divided into the two parts induced by the singular- 
ities of Sh. One can interpret their poles considering the corresponding eigenfunctiom of the 
dissipative semigroup Z(t) . 
The poles of S+ are the conventional resonances, when the energy of the incident wave is 
absorbed by the elastic boundary and then radiated backwards into the fluid. We will. call them 
the spatial (or volume) resonances. 
The poles of S-correspond to the resonances (in frames of the Lax-Phillips scheme) with an- 
other physical interpretation. For these resonances the reflected wave is radiated by the elastic 
boundary before the wavefront of the incident wave (in fluid) reaches the radiating region. The 
energy is absorbed by the plate and transferred through it with supersonic speed, an’d radiated 
only after this transmission. This effect is well-known in acoustics, radiophysics, and seismol- 
ogy [23,24] as head (side) waves. Thus, we obtain the rigorous interpretation of such waves in 
frames of scattering theory. 
Note that the resonance nature of head waves in a layer of liquid, contacting with half-space 
of solid body, was outlined in [25]. However, the authors of [25] assume that the reso:nances are 
possible only as a result of nonlinearity which seems quite strange. 
In Section 5, we illustrate the above scheme analyzing the structure of resonances for a fluid- 
loaded membrane. The spectrum for classical and corrected (Timoshenko-Mindlin) models of 
plates will be analyzed in a separate paper. The spectrum of resonances changes drastically at 
the angles when head waves become possible. 
The results obtained in this work allow us to investigate more complicated systems, such as 
periodically stiffened plates or the plates with local inhomogeneities. In contrast to the scattering 
by compact obstacles, now the unperturbed system (with homogeneous elastic boundary) is highly 
nontrivial. 
We omit almost all proofs in the text; however, some of them may be found in [g-12,26]. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE OPERATOR 
The procedure of the derivation of the operator is based on the observation concerning os- 
cillatory mechanical systems, suggested by Babich [27]. Let us consider a system with finite 
number of coordinates qi, i = 1, . . . , N. The term “oscillatory” indicates that the equations of 
the system’s dynamics are linear with respect to the coordinates qi and accelerations I& = 3. 
Therefore, the energy of the system may be written as 
where the first item is the potential energy and the second item is the kinetic energy of the 
system. Both these items should be nonnegative for all qi, cj+. We suppose also that the matrix 
B = {bij}rj=, is strictly positive. Hence, the real matrices A = {oij}Tj=i and B are symmetric. 
We introduce the new (“kinetic”) scalar product for z = {zi}gi as 
so that it is positive and nondegenerate. Using this scalar product the system’s energy can be 
written as 
E = [~-lAq,q]B + [!k'i]B, (3) 
so that the first item is the potential energy. Variational principle in this form gives us the 
evolution equations 
-$q = B-‘Aq, (4) 
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which is equivalent to the equation obtained directly from (2): 
The point is that the energy written in the form (3) (in terms of the “kinetic” scalar product) 
leads to the operator &‘A, which is symmetric with respect to the scalar product 
[l?-‘A~,y]~ = (Az,y) = (z,y) = (B-%,Ay) = (Bz,B-‘*Ay) = [z,B-‘A~]~, 
where (x, y) = CL, xiyi. Thus, fiation of a certain scalar product induces the operator of 
evolution symnaetric with respect to this product. This is true for an arbitrary scalar product, but 
the one associated with kinetic energy leads to the evolution equations where time derivatives 
does not mix with superposition of coordinates, as it was in (5). It is worth noticing that the 
same is true if we choose the scalar product from the potential energy and swap the coordinates 
and the velocities, &i = Qi, Qi = qi: 
= f [CM], + f [A-lo&,&], , 
where [x, Y]A = (AX, Y) = C,r(,,, aijxiyj. The evolution equation obtained from the variational 
principle have the form 
Q! = A-‘BQ, (6) 
where operator A-‘23 is symmetric with respect to the “potential” scalar product [ , ]A. 
Thus, to obtain the simplest form of the dynamical equations one should hold fixed the “kinetic” 
or the “potential” scalar product (maybe, with nondegenerate change of variables of the type 
Qi = Cij Uijqj, which leads only to a new form of operators A and B). This approach gives us 
simultaneously: 
(a) the operator that governs the evolution, (as in (6) and (4)); and 
(b) the Hilbert space where the operator is symmetric. 
The scheme deals with discrete mechanical systems, but it may be formulated in similar way 
for continuous systems. To avoid unnecessary complexity, we consider the simplest systems with 
interaction between sound and vibration: a fluid-loaded infinite elastic plate. The method may 
be applied to various systems with sound and vibration after evident modifications; the general 
scheme is presented in the next section. 
Let us choose the coordinate system (x, y, 2) in R3 in such a way that the plate is situated 
in the plane z = 0 and the fluid fills the upper half-space fl = Rt = {(x, y, z) E R3 ] z > 0). 
Let f$O)(Z, t), Z = (x, y, z) denotes the displacement of the small part of liquid situated at the 
point Z in the moment t. Let w(O)(z, y, t) denotes the normal displacement of the plate at the 
point (x, y,O) in the moment t. Here “displacement” evidently means “the small displacement, 
from the state of equilibrium.” The equations of the evolution of the system where sound and. 
vibration are isolated are 
c2grad div f$‘) = @, D@W(0) - (0) -wtt 3 
where index “t” denotes the time derivative, c2 is the speed of sound in liquid, M is the surface 
density of the plate, D is the cylindrical rigidity of the plate, D = 8, + 6; is the Laplacian in aR. 
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The plate and the liquid are supposed to be uniform, so that their parameters are constant. The 
system’s energy E (without interaction) is given by 
E = Ek + Ep, 
where p is the density of the liquid. The energy form is defined on sufficiently smooth functions. 
For convenience, we introduce new coordinates 
The energy of the interacting system is given by the same expression as for the noni.nteracting 
one (7), but it is defined only on the functions satisfying the condition of contact 
2 l*=+o = t&O’ Iz=+o = w(O) = g. 
The Hilbert space, induced by the kinetic energy (7) is 
L2 (R3+ + C3) $ L2 (R2). (8) 
Its elements are the two-component vectors ( w(Bd >. In this space, we have the quadratic 
form Q associated with the potential energy 
Q[ ;I=;/ c21divG12dxdydz + i J 5 IDDw12 dz dy, 
defined on smooth functions from the space (8) such that 
(9) 
%(X7 Y, +0) = 
J 
for all (z, y). (10) 
As far as the quadratic form (9),(10) is k nown, we should find the operator corresponding to this 
form. A semibounded quadratic form uniquely defines the corresponding self&joint operator if 
and only if the form is closed [28, 291. Thus, we should close our form from smooth functions and 
then obtain the operator from the closed form. The closure of a semibounded densely defined 
form always exists; however, we should check whether the condition of contact (10) holds on the 
domain of the closed form. In other terms, the domain of the closed form consists of the limits 
of all sequences of smooth ( > f 
satisfying (10) that converge to an element 2.4 = 
( > 
i from 
L2(R$ + C3) @ L2(R2) so that 
Q[ a]-Q[ z]. 
We should check the validity of (10) for all these U. 
LEMMA 1. The closure of the quadratic form Q (9), (lo), which we denote by &, does not preserve 
the boundary condition (10). 
We should prove that at least for one vector from Dam(g), the condition (10) is broken. Let 
us make use of the decomposition 
L2 (R3, + c3) = wgrad @ %ot> (11) 
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where ‘Flgrd is the closure of vectors G = grad ‘p, cp E Cr (Rt ) in Lz-norm, Y&,t is the closure of 
vectors ri = rot 6, 6 E Ccj(Rt ). Evidently 7-f rot E Dom(&); on the other hand, for an arbitrary 
function from ‘H rot its trace on the plane z = 0 is not correctly defined, so that the condition (IO) 
looses its sense for such vectors. The lemma is proved. 
We see that purely mathematical effects make impossible rigorous formulation of the contact 
conditions. The drawback has clear physical interpretation. The curl-like motions are prohibited 
in ideal fluid, since their potential energy is formally equal to zero according to (9), which is 
physically unreasonable. 
It turns out that elimination of such motions enables us to define the system’s operator on the 
functions satisfying boundary conditions. Let us consider the quadratic form (9) on infinitely 
smooth functions from ?&ad 6? &(R’). We denote the new quadratic form by Qgrad, 
f&.rad [ z ] =; /- c2]div iii2 dx dy dz + f 
s 
$ lDw12 dx dy, 
:‘tLE Cmn%p,d, WEC‘VL~(R~),U&+,,= 
LEMMA 2. (See [30,31].) The closure of the quadratic form Qgrad preserves the contact condi- 
tion (10). The following estimate holds on Dom(Qgrad): 
s 
1~2 l,=+o12 dxdy 5 const 
(1 
ldiv Z12dxdydz + 
J 
lu’12dxdydz 
> 
. 
THEOREM 1. The operator R corresponding to the quadratic form Qgrad is given by 
-c2grad div ii 
c2(divG) lZ=+c + $ YD’W ’ 
The operator is defined on vectors E %Hgrad @3 L2(R2) such that 
R E xgrad @ L2 (R2) , 2L.z ll=+rJ = 
The operator is self-&joint and positive in ?&ad $ Lz(R’). 
The operator may be obtained from the quadratic form using integration by parts. The exis- 
tence of the left part in the contact condition follows from Lemma 2. The property fi Ir=+,, E 
L2(R2) follows from the embedding theorems [30,31]. The operator is essentially the same as 
in [8]. Here the additional smoothness u, ]Z=+c E Wi(as2) follows from the condition of contact 
in (12). 
Acoustic problems are usually formulated in terms of scalar functions-the acoustic potential 
or the acoustic pressure-instead of the vectors of displacements. It turns out that it is possible 
to obtain the evolution operator in these coordinates. Let us introduce the new coordinates $, C 
as 
grad 1c, = @ c(O) 
C t ) 
Gt = c fidiv ii(‘), (13) 
so that $J is the acoustic potential in fluid and C is its analogue on the plate. In these coordinates, 
the energy of the system (7) may be written as 
E = Ek + EP, 
& = fs g 1D<12dxddy+ f / c21grad+12dxdydz, 
EP = f / l&12dxdy+; 1 l&12dxdydz. 
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Now it is natural to choose the basic Hilbert space 3-1 induced by the potential energy, 
7-l = L2 (R3) @ L2 (R2) = L2(R) CD La(dSZ). (15) 
We obtain the condition of contact in new coordinates taking the derivative with respect to time 
from the condition (10) 
The operator of the system should be obtained from the quadratic form of kinetic energy, which 
may be written, taking into account the condition of contact as 
It is evident that for this quadratic form, initially defined on Cm-functions, the condition of 
contact is broken after the closure. However, it is possible to define the operator whose quadratic 
form coincides with (16) on the domain of the operator. In other terms, the contact condition 
is valid for functions from the operator’s domain, but not on the domain of its quadratic form. 
Thus, the correspondence of the operator to the energy is weaker than for R; we will also check 
the correspondence in the stationary setting. 
The operator, which we denote by L, is given by 
on the domain 
(17) 
THEOREM 2. The operator L is self-adjoint and positive in the Hilbert space 7-i (15). Its quadratic 
form 
Q [ ; ] = c2 J, WI2 dzdydz + s,, la (Ic, Iz=+o) + xhVi2 dz&, (1% 
Dam(Q) = W,‘(O) CB Wj(Xl), 
coincides with the kinetic energy (16) on Dam(L). 
Proof of the theorem may be obtained using integration by parts. The detailed procedure is 
presented in [ll] for the two-dimensional case. Comparison with (16) gives the values of c~ and 0: 
P=;’ ,cr,2 =c2 $, 
so that the boundary condition in Dam(L) (18) provides the transition from (19) to (16). 
Correspondence of the operator C to the physical system in question can be verified without 
consideration of the energy form. Indeed, the equations of the system’s oscillations in stationary 
setting have the form [l-3] 
c2A$(Z) + w2$(2) = 0, 2c’E R, (21) 
(2%y) g I.=+o+~‘pI,,+o=o. w-9 
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THEOREM 3. The spectral problem for the operator e 
(23) 
is equivalent to the equations (21),(22) if (20) holds. 
Proof of the theorem is evident. The Helmholtz equation corresponds to the first line in (23). 
The boundary-contact condition (22) follows from the second line in (23), taking into account 
the boundary condition from the operator’s domain. 
It is worth noticing that the functions from Dom(,C) have the additional smoothness of the 
normal derivatives on the boundary that does not follows from the embedding theorems [30-321. 
Indeed, for z 
( > 
E Dom(,C) we have 
while $ E l+‘;(n) ’ pl’ im ies only &$~]sn E Lz(dR). This property is of special interest, because, as 
it follows from (22), &$]so is proportional to the normal shift of the plate. It turns out that the 
second component C of the vectors in X has no clear physical sense (such as normal displacement 
of the plate or its velocity). However, the same can be said about the acoustic potential, which 
the variable C formally resembles (131. Moreover, the displacement can be easily found if C, is 
known. 
The scheme of operators construction was generalized for arbitrary smooth thin vibrating 
objects in [9]. We can also construct operators for systems with ‘thin’ inhomogeneities, such as 
cracks and stiffeners, see [9-121. 
2.1. The Operators for General Homogeneous Elastic Boundaries 
Let G =R”, = {(z,y) = (21,~ ,..., z,,-1,~) E Rn: y 2 0) denotes the half-space filled with 
fluid, and let Xl = Rn-l denotes its boundary. We consider the operator L: in 
7-l = Lz(R) G3 xv, (24) 
where 7iv denotes the space of m-component vector-functions on dfl that describes small dis- 
placement of the boundary. We suppose that operator A 2 0 in 7iv describes the free oscillations 
of the boundary and that Hv may be decomposed as 
7fv = Lz(aq cI3 7-h (25) 
where functions from L2 give the normal shift of the boundary. If the boundary is uniform, A 
commutes with the (n - 1)-parameter unitary group of translations C(Z) + 6(x + h), C(x) E Xv. 
When the boundary is contacting fluid, their dynamics is governed by the operator 
where u E Lz(s1), c2 is the speed of sound in fluid, cr is the coupling constant, J[u](s) is the 
restriction of functions u E kV,l(s2) into 7iv given by 
&1(x) = ( u(x;+O) ) (27) 
according to (25). In (26), a gives the normal factorization of A, aa* = a*a = A. The operator 
is defined on vectors U E 7-1 such that J% E If and 
c2 du 
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The coupling constant Q is defined by the system’s parameters as 
where p is the density of the fluid, M is the mass per unit for the upper layer of the boundary. 
For the Kirghoff model of the plate 3-t~ = Ls(dR), n-l 
A=P -@ [ 1 
2 
i=l ax: ’ 
/I = const > 0. (29) 
For the membrane ‘Hv = &(%I), 
where cm is the speed of propagation of vibrations. 
For the TimoshenkoMondlin model of plate [13,33,34] the necessary equations are presented 
in the separate section below devoted to this model. The equations for multilayered plates have 
the similar form [14]. 
3. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
The main feature of the operator L is its unitary equivalence to the orthogonal integral of op- 
erators for one-dimensional quantum particle interacting with zero-range potential with internal 
structure. These operators were first introduced and studied by Pavlov [15,17] and applied to 
the investigation of resonance phenomena in complex systems [16,17,35]. 
Since the boundary is homogeneous, L commutes with translations U(X, y) -+ u(x + h, y), 
C(z) + C(x + h), h E Rn-l. We introduce the Fourier transform 4 in 31 with respect to the 
variable z: 
qi( u[iy)=( ?$i;‘), for k,xER”-‘, (30) 
where 
The operator A in the Fourier representation acts as matrix-function A(k) = F~~AF,~l. We 
suppose that the scalar product in ‘Hv is also translation-invariant, and therefore, 
(C(x), C(x)) = / (C(k), C(k))(k) & 
where ( , )(k) denotes the scalar product in C m induced by the scalar product in Hv for the 
functions eihzc with C E C”. Denoting Cm with the scalar product ( , )(k) by @‘, we see 
that A(k) is a Hermitian matrix with respect to this product. Both A(k) and ?fc) are defined 
for almost all k. According to (25), the first component of 3-1 F’ (corresponding to the normal 
shift) is C’, so that for the vector Zl = (l,O, . . . , 0) we have (Z-t, ZL)(~) = 1 for almost all k. We 
suppose that purely tangential vibrations are absent, that is, IJi Ai(k)Zl = 7-l?) for almost all k. 
We require that a and a* commute with translations and J’~ruJ’,i-’ = u(k), J’i,u*F,[’ = u*(k) (the 
conjugation of the matrix a(k) is taken with respect to the scalar product in $I). 
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We use the operator for a particle interacting with zero-range pot,entla.l with internal structure 
in the ‘algebraic’ form [18]: 
Lk( u:“’ ) = ( 
-c2u”()) + c21k12u(y) 
au(+O)a(k)ZL + A(k)< > ’ 
(31) 
Dom(&) = { ( “:“’ ) : u E @(O, +oo), ; u/(+0) = au(+O) + (C, E’l)tk)). (32) 
ck is selfadjoint in Lz(0, +co) 63 Xc) [15,17]. In the following theorem, C is decomposed into the 
orthogonal integral according to the decomposition of Hilbert space 3-1 
7f=L2(R)@‘Hv= 
S{ 
@ La (R;) @7$)} dk. (33) 
THEOREM 4. Fourier transformation (30) of the operator L: may be represented as the direct 
integral of operators &, associated with (33) 
L=Fj, (/@&dk)F,i? (34) 
Thus, we need to analyze each operator & separately. Its explicit analysis was performed 
in [15,17]. Below we reproduce the main stages of the analysis in our notations, in order to make 
the paper self-contained. 
LEMMA 3. The spectrum of the operator L:k consists from the absolutely continuous branch 
u ac = [c21k12,+ 00 o multiplicity 1 and 1 (0 < 1 5 m) eigenvalues in the interval (0,c21k12). ) f 
PROOF. Let &,c denotes the operator & given by (31),(32) with CY = 0. It was proved in [17] 
that the difference 
(.& - $--l - (&fj - .$-l, sz # 0 
is an m-dimensional operator. Therefore, their absolutely continuous spectrum coincide and 
& has no more than m eigenvalues. They are nonnegative, since .& 2 0. Noticing that purely 
tangential vibrations are absent, we conclude that the eigenvalues are less than $lk12 and coincide 
with the solutions of the equation 
c2 
/- 
jk12 - $ = la12R(X, k) c lcr12X((A(k) - X)-‘&,Z’~),,, , 
which evidently has no more than m roots within (0, c21k12). We have 
(351 
m /(Lddk))(,,12 
R&k) =X c 
a=1 X$(k)4 ’ 
(36) 
where dS are the eigenvectors of A(k): 
All the items in the right part of (36) are nonzero, since E’l is supposed to be a generating element 
for all A(k). The left side of (35) is strictly decreasing for X E (0, +co); its right side is strictly 
growing on this interval for X # X,(k), w h ere it has no more than m simple poles. The condition 
A(k) > 0 for almost all k proves that (35) has at least one solution. The lemma is proved. 
Moreover, we have the equation whose roots give the points of the discrete spectrum. 
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Everywhere below we will denote the eigenvalues of 131, by (A~(k)}~~:), so that $(k) I; xj+r(k) 
and N(k) is the total multiplicity of the discrete spectrum. 
LEMMA 4. (Pavlov) The scattered waves UP,, for the operator #$ satisfying &u,,k == c2(p2 + 
lk12)Up,k have the form 
up,k = ( uT;,r) ) , %,k(Y) = A@, k) sinpy + B(p, k) cospy, p 2 0, (37) 
where 
A(p, k) = b12R(C2(P2 + lq2>1 ICI 
7r JlcpR2(Cyp2 + lkl2), k) + (c2p)2’ 
(38) 
B(p, k) = 
J 
2 
2 
x &2R2(c2(p2 p+clklz), k) + (c2p)2’ 
(39) 
<p,k = -aB(p, k) [A(k) - c2 (P” + lk12)] -’ +>ZL, (40) 
and R(p, k) is given by (35),(36). The eigenvectors Us,k of the operator & correspond.ing to the 
eigenvalues {Aj (k)}:::) given by (35) have the form 
‘jyk = --!- + Ial I[A(k) - Xj]-’ .(k)ZLl;k,l -1’2 ( “j;:!) ) , 2pj(k) (41) 
where 
uj,k(y) = e-pj(k)y, <j,k = -a [A(k) - xJk)]-‘a(k)&, (42) 
and 
Xj(k) = c2 (lkj2 - ?‘j(k)2) , PJk) > 0. (43) 
Let ( , ) denotes the scalar product in Lz(O, +oo) @ 7-l?) and [Jj]i = 6; is an orthonormed basis 
in C’. Then the mapping Lz(O, +oo) @ P$’ + &(O, +oo) @ CNck) given by 
u4u= - ( 
t”&,d _ 
c3N_(f) (u, uj,k)(k) 6j 
is unitary. Operator & in this representation coincides with 
c2 (p2 + lk12) 0 
0 did&(k), . . . , h(k)(k)) > . 
Proof of the lemma can be easily obtained using integration by parts. 
Below we will denote the spectrum of surface waves by C,, 
C, = UXj(k). 
j,k 
Let us find the resolvent of the operator &. We write the solution of the nonhomogeneous 
spectral equation 
(iCk-i)( u:“‘) = (‘$I) E&(0,++97-@, 
with given f E &(a), 6 E 7-@) in the form 
U(Y) = lrn G(Y,Y’)~(Y’)~Y’+ (&~(Y))(~)P (45) 
C(Y’)f(Y’) dY’ + WA (40) 
where gz is a m x m matrix (an operator in ‘I-@‘). 
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LEMMA 5. (Pavlov [li’j) Solution of the resolvent problem (44) for z 9 a(&) is given by (45),(46) 
with 
GAY, Y’) = G:“)(Y, Y’) + G:“(Y, OMz, W:“)(O,~‘), 
e(y) = -a [A(k) - z]-1 a(lc)Z~G;“)(O,y){l -t s(z, Ic)}, 
&(y’) = CY [A(k) -z]-’ a(/~)&G~~)(y’,O){l + S(Z, Ic)}, 
gz = [A(k) - z]-’ 
- ( ,cr[A(k) -z]-‘a(k)E’+[A(k) - ~]-la(lc)~~G~o)(O,o){l + s(z,k)}, 
where G$‘)(y, y’) is the resolvent of the unperturbed problem 
G;‘) (Y, Y’) = 
,4V-Y’l~F=iP 
2ic2 dm’ 
s 
and s(z, /c) is the off-shell scattering matrix 
s(z 
7 
)“) = ic2&F-m - b12m k) 
ic2&pqp + cY2R(z, k) . 
Using these results about zero-range potentials with internal structure and the representa- 
tion (34), one can easily obtain the orthonormed basis of scattered and surface waves. 
THEOREM 5. The orthonormed basis of generalized eigenfunctions for operator L consists of the 
scattered waves 
‘%A = (2ii)(:mlj,2 eikxUh 
and the surface waves 
u(j),k = ~2T$-l~~2 eikrUj,kl 
where Up,k, Uj,k are given by Lemma 4. The eigenfunctions satisfy 
(up,k, U(j),k) = 0, c&k = c2 (P2 + Ikl”) &,k, cu(j),k = xj(k)U(j),kr 
where Xj (Ic) are given by (35). 
The explicit form of the operator’s eigenfunctions is an essential part of the spectral analysis 
of the operator. In particular, completeness of the orthonormed basis of surface and scattered 
waves justifies widely used in acoustics Fourier method of transition from the time-dependent 
equations to the stationary ones. 
REMARK. It turns out that the R-function (36) is connected with the input conductivity (the 
inverse input impedance, see [13,36]) 2-l in a simple way: 
2 
*= 
-ila12R (w2, w sin 6) , 
where w > 0 is the frequency of oscillations, 0 is the angle of incidence of the incident plane wave. 
THEOREM 6. The branch of spectrum C, corresponding to the scattering waves is absolutely 
continuous with constant multiplicity and fills the half-axis [O, +w). 
Just this result makes it possible to formulate Lax-Phillips scattering theory for our systems. 
As it follows from Theorem 6, the singular spectrum can arise only from the eigenfunctions 
of &. If for each X from the spectrum of the surface waves C, the set of Ic such that X(k) == 
const 2 0 has zero Lebesgue measure in Rn-‘, then the operator L has no point spectrum. The 
condition providing constant multiplicity and absence of singularly continuous spectrum for the 
surface waves can be easily obtained for the operators invariant with respect to rotations around 
Y-axis. 
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LEMMA 6. Suppose that A(k) = A(Ik[), a(k) = a(lkl) are smooth matrix-functions ojf parame- 
ter Ikl. If 
for almost all ]k] > 0 from the interval I c R+, then each branch of the spectrum atj) = 
UkEI Xj(lkl) has constant multiplicity To ensure this it is sufficient that &R(X, lkl) < 0 for 
X 5 c21k12. In particular, this holds if &A(lkl) is positive. 
PROOF. Starting with equation (35), we write it in the form 
F(X, Ikl) = X-lR(X, Ikl) - & = 0. 
Evidently for X = Xj(lkl), 
for almost all lkl > 0. On the other hand, 
dF -= a,kl &, R(X, lkl) - 
if #$ < 0. We can rewrite it as 
i3R 
qq=- (WI) - A)-- ’ * (A(IkI) - X)-‘&, ZA dlkl > (k) ’ 
which proves the lemma. It is worth noticing that various branches a(j)(lkl), being of constant 
multiplicity by themselves, may overlap one another thus changing the total multiplicity of the 
spectrum of surface waves. 
The spectrum of surface waves for the most important structures: membranes and plates (in 
both classical and Timoshenko-Mindlin models) was analyzed in [37]. 
4. SCATTERING THEORY 
4.1. The Time-Dependent Scattering Theory 
We choose the Laplacian in 52 with the Dirichlet boundary condition as the operator inducing 
nonperturbed dynamics; we construct the nonperturbed group of unitary operators following [19]. 
The wave equation for the acoustic potential u has the form 
utt = c2Au in R, (47) 
with the Dirichlet boundary condition 
u Ian = 0. (48) 
The nonperturbed dynamics may be connected with any translation-invariant boundary condition 
which leads to a self-adjoint operator in Lz(il), but the Dirichlet condition is the most convenient, 
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since it provides the minimal Hilbert space of initial data. The space is defined [19] &s the closure 
of pairs {fl, fi} of Cr functions in the norm 
11{hf2)11: = J, (c21Vf112 + If212) dxdy. 
We will denote this space by ‘Hg). The wave equation (47) is associated with the self-adjoint 
operator t?e in 7f$‘, which acts as 
eoul, .f2) = { -32, -ic2Afi} 
on Cr functions; the domain of the operator is the closure of these functions in the norm of the 
graphic induced by the operator, Dom(eo) = {f E ‘HE) : Lof E ‘Hg)}. 
The group of unitary operators Uo(t) = exp(ieot) maps the initial data to the data at the mo- 
ment t. The first component [Uo(t)f 1 is a solution of the wave equation (47),(48) for f E Dom(e,). 
In what follows the operator e,-, and the unitary group Q,(t) are considered as corresponding toI 
the unperturbed dynamics. 
THEOREM 7. The scattered waves 
fo,e,wb, Y) = 
where u E R, 
flE O’;z 7 [ “1 w E R”-‘, IwI = 1, 
h 
2 i 
o,ew = ; (24(w-1)/2 exp [i (5) xwsinf3] sin [(:) ycos8] 
satisfy the spectral equation 
The transformation 
u = {ui, 2121 ++ u(o,e, W) = (21, fo,e,w)o (49:) 
is a unitary mapping of 7-f!) onto &(R, N), where N = L2(ST-‘) is the auxiliary Hilbert space 
of square integrable functions on the hemisphere ST-’ = {(x, y) E Rn : 1(x, y)I = 1, y 2 0). 
Actually, the points on the hemisphere are represented in the form (w sin 0, cos 0). 
The choice of the branch for a(n-3)/2 is arbitrary. 
COROLLARY 1. If n 2 3 is odd, then the transformation (49) gives the incomi and the outgoing 
representation for the standard incoming and outgoing subspaces D!’ and D+“’ defined as Y 
0:’ = {U E 7-l;) : [Uo(t)u](x, y) = 0, for 1(x, y)I < -ct, t < 0)) 
D+ 
(0) = u E ‘F1p : 
{ [Uo(t)u](x, y) = 0, for 1(x, y)I < d, t > 0). 
Obviously 7 D!,? @ DI”’ = 7-k’) E’ 
The wave equation for acoustic potential in fluid contacting elastic boundary Xl is induced by 
the operator L (26),(28), 
utt = c2Au, in R, 
c 
(50) 
tt = au&] + A(, on an, 
for smooth functions u, C satisfying the boundary condition 
(5l) 
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for all t. This equation naturally induces the energy norm defined for all pairs {Ur , I&} of smooth 
vectors Ur,z = 
( 
Ul,Zh VI 
C1,2b) > 
from ‘H (see (15),(24)) by the expression 
IIWdh~ll~ = Qd41+ ll~zl12, (52) 
where Ilull = Jo I~TII)I~~~& + IlCll$ is the norm in H, Qr. is the quadratic form of the 
operator C, 
Qr.[U] = /c’]VV]~ dzdy + Ilo&] + a*<il;, 
t-l 
where J is the restriction on dR given by (27), au” = a*a = A, The Hilbert space lYE of the 
initial data for the problem (50) is the closure of smooth functions in the energy norm (52). 
The generator e of the unitary group u(t) = exp(iCt) in 3-l~ that transforms the initial data 
(241, Us} to the data at the moment t acts as 
e{ul,u2} = {-iu,,ifLfl} 
on smooth functions. Its closure in the graphic norm gives the domain 
Dam(f) = {u1,u2) E BE : QE[UZ] < oo,U41 E 7-f, g 2 ian = aal lan + [a*~1~L 
> 
. 
THEOREM 8. Operator !! is self-adjoint in ‘HE. The scattered waves 
Jz {UP,krigUp,k}r p=(:)COS8, k=w(:)Sino, 
(53) 
eE 0,; ) 1 1 w E R”-‘, ]w] = 1, -co < ~7 < 00, 
and the surface waves 
$4 
IklLj)+ = 7 {U(j),wlkl,iaU(j),wlkl} 7 where o2 = Xj(wlkl) E cw, Ikl :> 0 
(where Up& and U(j),k are the scattered and surface waves for the operator .C given by I,emma 5), 
form an orthonormed basis in NE. They give a spectral representation for k’, that is, 
l3!; w = a3!2 w) -cQ<u<oo, !3’“! , , , 3 ~v(J)W = 03$)+, u2 E c,. 
Surface waves are orthogonal to scattered waves, 
( 3~~,wJ$;),w), = 0, for all 0,13, w. 
Proof of the theorem follows from Lemma 5. 
COROLLARY 2. Let us denote by ‘H$) the invariant subspace of operator k’ formed bJr all linear 
combinations of scattered waves 3:; w > > with finite energy The transformation U H (2.4, 30,~,w)E = 
‘~l~(u, 8, w) is isometric and maps 7-l;) onto L:!(R,N), N = Lz(S3-‘). The transform vanishes 
on the invariant subspace Y&‘) of surface waves; evidently 7-l;) $3-1, tv) = ‘HE. 
It seems natural to investigate scattering theory for the pair of operators &, and e(H) G L]+). 
The vector U(t)3 may be close to Uo(t)f at t + foe only if 3 E Xg’; it follows from tEhe 
waveguide character of the vectors 3%;) w which decay exponentially at y + 0;). On. the other 1 3 
hand, we can compare U(t)3 with Uo(t)f only in 7$?), which is embedded isometrically into tiE 
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and forms the subspace orthogonal to all vectors vanishing within 0. Any other definition of ‘H$) 
breaks the isometric property of the embedding; that is why we had chosen the Dirichlet boundary 
condition for the unperturbed equation (47). 
We define the forward (+) and the backward (-) wave operators Wk as 
w, = s - tri~~ua(-t)P,V(t)P(s), w* : 7-&J + 7-g 
where P(s) is the orthoprojector in NE onto the subspace of scattered waves, PO is the orthopre. 
jector onto 7-I;). Wave operators W* give for each U E Fig) the pair of vectors f* = W& E 31g), 
such that U(t).&! is close to Uo(t)fk at t + foe. 
THEOREM 9. The wave operators W* exist and map ‘HE onto 7-&?‘; they are unitary on a;). LF 
U= du 
s s 
@$+,u(~, 6 w) de oh (55) 
then f* = W&4 can be written as 
where 
f-(a,e,w) = dB&u(&w), f+(ob~) = -$&p(0,e,w). (56:) 
Here A = A(a, 8, w) and B = B(a, 0, w) are given by (38) taking into account the change of 
variables p = (o/c) cos 0, Ic = w(~/c) sin 8. 
COROLLARY 3. For aJJ initial data U E 7-&) the energy is eventually radiated from Xl into R as 
t--,*m. 
Here we omit the proof of the theorem, which may be found in (261. 
The scattering operator 
St = w+wY 
is unitary in 7-&. In the spectral representation given by Theorem 7 it acts as multiplication by 
the scattering matrix 
St((T,e,W) = -COCOS~ - ~~cI~~R((o/c)cos~,w(~/c)~~~~) 
cu cos e + +l2R( (U/C) cos 8, W(U/C) sine) ’ 
where R(p, k) = ~~(p~+Ilcl~)([A(lc)-c~(p~+lkl~)]-~- el, ZL) (k) is the R-function (36)) proportional 
to the inverse impedance. Thus, we proved that the reflection coefficient coincides with the 
‘temporal’ scattering matrix St up to the factor (-1). Evidently, ISt (a, 0, w)l = 1 for almost all 
real 0. Unlike the case of compact obstacles [19], the scattering operator cannot be divided into 
the sum of the unit operator and the compact one. Unboundedness of the obstacle implies that 
the reflected wave has the same asymptotics at y+oo as the incident wave. (The wave reflected 
by a compact obstacle is small in comparison with the incident wave if the distance from the 
obstacle grows to infinity.) 
The above construction of the ‘temporal’ scattering matrix requires only positiveness and tranrY 
lation invariance of the self-adjoint operator A that describes the free vibrations of the boundary. 
In particular, the scheme is valid for n even and nonsmooth A(k). That is a consequence of 
possibility of explicit spectral analysis for operator 13. 
The temporal scattering theory has a serious shortcoming: it cannot guarantee that the tem- 
poral scattering matrix St is holomorphic in the lower half-plane So < 0. The matrix may have 
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singularities in C- for important physical systems, for example, for sound waves scattering by 
an infinite membrane. Considering the generalized eigenfunctions corresponding to these singu- 
larities in C- one can see that their energy in each compact domain grows to infinity at t + 00. 
It is clear from the explicit form of such functions in 0: 
21(x, t) = const e exp i 
H > 
: {d-ycos0++wsin0}], sc7cj < 0. 
Thus, the temporal scattering theory leads to physically unclear generalized eigenvectors; there- 
fore, its applicability is restricted by the condition of analyticity of the scattering matrix in the 
lower half-plane C-. 
4.2. The Incoming and the Outgoing Subspaces 
Let US try to formulate Lax-Phillips scattering theory [19] for our systems. It is based on the 
existence of the incoming (-) and the outgoing (+) subspaces D* with the properties 
(i) U(t)D+ c D+, t > 0, U(t)D- c D-, t < 0; 
(ii) $U(t)D+ = cU(t)D- = 0; 
(iii) y U(t)D+ = y U(t)D- = 7-l; 
(iv) D+ I D-; 
supposing that the unitary group U(t) acts in Hilbert space ‘H. The property (iv) (called also 
the causality condition) provides existence of the dissipative semigroup describing the decay of 
resonant states. 
However, each operator with Lebesgue spectrum (absolutely continuous spectrum of constant 
multiplicity) has infinitely many different subspaces satisfying (i)-(iv). In the classical situation, 
the subspaces are the same for both perturbed and unperturbed groups-then the scattering 
operator for the pair Dh coincides with the temporal scattering matrix. This holds for sound 
waves scattering by compact obstacles in odd-dimensional spaces [19]. 
For the even dimensional systems, the spaces Df are the same for both perturbed and unper- 
turbed problems, but the property (iv) is broken [38]; moreover, Lax-Phillips scattering operator 
differs from the ‘temporal’ scattering operator (although they are connected by a simple relation). 
In this case, the basic role plays the geometrical requirement that the outgoing (the incoming) 
subspace D+ [D-l vanishes in the forward (the backward) cone: 
(v)+ [u(W+l(~,Y) = 0, ct > l(z,~)l, t > 0; 
(v)- [VW-lb, y) = 0, -ct > I(G t < 0. 
It is natural to investigate whether for our operator !(s) exist the subspaces DA #satisfying 
(i)-(v). The property (v) is the most important, since the spectrum of e(s) in 7-&) is absolutely 
continuous with constant multiplicity (which ensures the existence of many Dh satisfying (i)- 
(iv)). If such D* exist, then the corresponding scattering matrix SG(a) is holomorphic on the 
physical sheet Sa < 0, thus, eliminating the difficulties connected with singularities of the ‘tempo- 
ral’ scattering matrix on this sheet. We will see that these singularities correspond to the surface 
resonances, where the energy is radiated to infinity along the infinite boundary. This scheme 
can be formulated only in the invariant subspace 7-i:), saying nothing about the surface waves. 
Everywhere below we restrict our considerations with polynomial matrix-functions A(k), that is, 
the free plane’s vibrations are described by a differential operator with constant coefficients. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that n is odd, A(k) is a polynomial matrix-function of the components 
Ici,i=l,..*, n - 1. Then the operator L in 7-&’ has incoming and outgoing subspaces satisfying 
N-W. 
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PROOF. If A(k) is a polynomial, then for every fixed direction (19, w), the temporal scattering 
matrix St(~, 8, w) has only finite number of singularities in the lower half-plane Sa < 0. Hence, 
we can represent St in the form 
st(0; 8, w) = s+(~; e, ~)s+ 8, w), (57) 
where both S+ and S- are holomorphic in the lower half-plane, have no common roots and 
j&l = 1 for real 0. The factorization is unique, if we require that S& are rational functions and 
ISj-1 < const for jff[ + 00. Evidently, Sz’(a) = S*(T). 
Now we can write the incoming spectral representation as the decomposition on the scattered 
waves 
U(G,f) _ &-3)‘2 
OAW -Jz 1 
hGh 
o,*,w 7 w$} 7 
where the component in Q is given by 
h:;,w(Z, y) = 
&Fe 
i(olc)-sin 0 
{ 
s, ((T; 0, w)ei(clc)u case + s* co; 0, W)e--i(o/c)ycos 0 
) 
, 
and the component in Hv is 
h:,:,,(x) = --a [A(w: sin 6) - cz] -’ a(w(oc) sin e)ei 
x JZT;;accoses*(a;e,w)J~ 
R~(G,w$ sine) + (flcc0se)2 ’ 
Evidently, U(G*-) [U(Gl+)] is holomorphic in the lower (in the upper) half-plane for all (0, w) E 
sr;-? 
The incoming and the outgoing spectral representations IV2 are defined as 
w,G : 3 + f*(s;e, w) = (3,u$$9 . 
E 
They are unitary, which follows from (8); the transform may be represented as 
where 
with 3ts) given by (53). 
fww = (3,3$!JE7 
The explicit form of the representations implies the validity of the properties (i)-(v) for 
D* def [Wz] -’ A&((N), 
where A*(N) are the Hardy classes of functions from Lz(N) that can be continued analytically 
into the upper (+) or into the lower (-) half-planes. In other terms, we start from the spectral 
representation, chosen in a special way. Namely, they are selected so that the generalized eigen- 
functions (incoming and outgoing) are holomorphic on the corresponding half-plane %a < 0 ( or 
Sa < 0). 
THEOREM 11. Operators WF map 7-1;) unitary onto Lz(R, N), so that the incoming and the out- 
going subspaces Dh (58) satisfy (i)-(v) and WTDh = A*(N). Moreover, each vector from ‘Hg) 
that vanishes in the forward (in the backward) cone, necessarily belongs to D+ [D-j. In other 
terms, the subspaces are defined uniquely by the condition (v). 
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COROLLARY 4. The scattering operator for the subspaces Dh 
acts in Lg(N) as multiplication by the ‘geometric’ scattering matrix (compare with (57)) 
SG(a; 8, w) = S+(a; 8, w)S- (a; 8, w). (59) 
Evidently the subspaces, defined above, satisfy the properties (i)-(v). Uniqueness of the sub- 
spaces D* satisfying the geometric condition (v) is the central point of the theorem. Here is the 
sketch of the proof for the outgoing subspace D+. Supposing that 
w+?l(~C, 9)= 0, if l(z,y)l < CC 
for some WFg(o; 8, w) with finite energy, we can represent the corresponding weak solution of 
the free wave equation in R as the image of the function 
{ 
s:l(O;e,w)g(o;e,w), 
ij(a;e,w) = 
0 < 8 < t, 
s+l(a; e,w)g(a; e,w), G < e < r, 
in the free spectral representation (see [19, Chapter 41). The corresponding solution of the free 
wave equation vanishes in the forward half-cone { I(x, y) 1 < ct, y > 0). Using the same arguments 
as in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 in Chapter 4 of the book [19], we infer that rj may be 
continued analytically into the upper half-plane ‘% > 0 for almost all 8, w. Since S+ and S- 
have no common poles, it is possible if and only if g(a; 0, w) E A+(N). Therefore, by definition, 
[W$]-lg E D+, which gives the necessary uniqueness of D+. Uniqueness of D- can b,e proved 
in the same way. 
As far as we have physically reasonable orthogonal incoming and outgoing subspaces, we can 
construct the dissipative semigroup that describes the system’s behavior in the subspaoe orthog- 
onal to Dh in the standard way 
z(t) = P+U(t)P-, t 2 0, 
(5) where P* are the orthoprojectors in Y-i, onto the orthogonal complement to the subspaces D*, 
respectively. The semigroup acts in K = 7&) 8 [D+ CB D-1; unlike in the classical scheme [19], 
K is not spatially localized in R. We will study its properties from the explicit form of scattering 
matrix. (For scattering by compact obstacles the S-matrix was studied in terms of the diissipative 
semigroup.) 
In spite of unboundedness of the obstacle, the Lax-Phillips theory makes it possible to interpret 
the resonances (obtained as singularities of scattering matrix SG, connected by (59) with St) as 
eigenfunctions of the generator 
B = $ Z(t) Lo. 
We cannot assume that its spectrum is discrete. Scattering by infinite membrane, discussed 
below in details, shows that for practically important systems the spectrum of the generator is 
absolutely continuous. 
Translation invariance implies that the dissipative semigroup can be decomposed into the 
direct integral according to the decomposition of the orthogonal complement to Dk in the form 
K = s $K@,wdedu 
ST-’ 
z(t) = 
s 
@Ze,w(~> de dw, 
sy-’ 
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so that each part of K of the form Jr @Ke+, d&L, I C ST-’ is invariant under the action of the 
semigroup. Formally it follows from the same property for the scattering matrix. It is convenient 
to study B in terms of the elements of these decompositions. 
NOTICE. Since SG and St uniquely define one another, it is convenient to study singularities 
of the temporal scattering matrix in the whole complex plane. Its singularities in the upper 
half-plane give the spatial resonances; singularities in the lower half-plane are complex conjugate 
to the points of the surface resonances. 
4.3. Energy Decay and the Contracting Semigroup 
Here we present a weak analogue of the theorem on the energy decay in the monograph [19]. 
THEOREM 12. Suppose that scattering matrix (St or SG) is analytical for all 8, w in the band 
]Sa] < y. Then, for all initial data F E 31;) the energy within the semi-ball Bi = {](z, y)] < 
R : y > 0) decays exponentially with the velocity y: 
IlU(t)Fll~ < const . ebYt, 
where 11~11~ = IIxRJ-IIE, x R is the characteristic function for B&. 
THEOREM 13. Suppose that A(w(a/c) sin 8) is a matrix-valued polynomial of degree q with re- 
spect to Q for all (r3, w) E Sy-‘, with coefficients that are smooth functions of these parameters. 
Then for all (6, w), the spectrum of partial generator Bo,~ consists of no more than qm + 1 points 
in C+(m = dim#)). The spectrum of generator B is the set of smooth curves in C+. 
COROLLARY 5. If A(w(cr/c) sin 6) is a polynomial with respect to a2 and A(0) = 0, then u(B,~,~) 
consists of no more than qm - 1 points. 
Proof of the theorem follows from the explicit form of S-matrix; it may be considered as an 
analogue of discreteness of the spectrum that holds for compact obstacles. 
LEMMA 7. If A* (0(0/c) sin 6) = A( -w(i?/c) sine), then the spectrum of Be+ is symmetric with 
respect to the reflection LT -+ -F. 
THEOREM 14. Suppose that 
signSR (crcos8,w (:) sine) = signSa 
sign5R (acosf3,w (s) sine) = -signSa2. 
Then the poles of St(g; 8, w) corresponding to the surface (to the spatial) resonances, have zero 
real part. 
4.4. Interpretation of D* in Terms of Wavefronts 
We consider the generalized solutions of the wave equation in R (satisfying contact condition 
on 80) of the form 
21i(zwsine+ycos8+d)+~,(2Wsin8-yc0s8+d). (60:) 
The first term Ui describes the incident plane wave and the second term ur describes the plane 
wave reflected from the plate. We will call a solution of the form (60) a pm-front (post-front) 
scattered wave if the incident wave uf It=e vanishes after (before) the incident wavefront xw sin Bi- 
y cos B = 0 and the reflected wave U, ]+e vanishes after (before) the reflected wavefront xw sin 6 -- 
y cos 8 = 0. The behavior of the wavefronts for the two types of scattered waves is illustrated in 
Figures 1 and 2. 
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Figure 1. A pm-front scattered wave. 
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Figure 2. A post-front scattered wave. 
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THEOREM 15. The set of all wave packets with finite energy composed from the pre-front (frorr 
the post-front) scattered waves at t = 0 coincides with D+ [D-j. 
The theorem implies that the condition (v) for D* is equivalent to the condition on the waves 
of the form (60) to be pre- or post-front ones in the sense of the above definitions. Proof of the 
theorem may be easily obtained from the explicit form of scattered waves in the outgoing (in the 
incoming) spectral representations, taking into account their unitarity. 
COROLLARY 6. The dissipative subspace K = 7&) 8 {D+ @I D-} coincides with the linear span 
of all scattered waves of the form (60), which are neither pre-front nor post-front ones. 
DEFINITION. A solution of the form (60) is called an advanced scattered wave if ui(s) = 0 for 
s~Oandu,(s)#Ofors<O,ifzl~(s)=Ofors<Oandu,(s)#Ofors>0. 
For the retarded scattered waves, their incoming part does not vanish only before its wavefront, 
and the reflected wave does not vanish after its wavefront. For the advanced scattered waves, 
the order is reversed: the incidental wave exists after its wavefront, whereas the reflected wave 
exists only before its wavefront. 
It is evident that a scattered wave (60) cannot be simultaneously a retarded and an advanced 
one. Therefore, we can decompose the dissipative subspace K into the direct sum 
K=K,..K,, (61:) 
where K, is the linear span of the retarded, K,--of the advanced scattered waves. The decom- 
position into the direct sum (61) also holds in the subspaces Kg,,,,: 
which simplifies investigation of the subspaces. All these properties are valid only if the number 
of singularities of St is finite for each fixed 8, which is true only for polynomial operators of free 
vibrations. 
4.5. Interpretation of Resonances 
The geometrical scattering matrix is evidently analytical on the physical sheet So < 0. Its 
singularities in the upper half-plane are naturally divided into two parts. The first class are th,e 
singularities of St(a). They correspond to the functions-residues of the scattered waves of the 
form 
const . ,i(0~(~)/c)(ct-ycos8+twsin8) 9 %7”(e) 2 0. (62) 
The planes with constant phase, given by ct - ycos0 + zw sin8 =const, move in the directio:n 
v = (~0~8, -wsine) at t + +co, that is, off the boundary and into the fluid. For all t, the most 
part of energy is localized at (t, y) N co(sin 8, -w cos 0). The energy of the resonant state in each 
compact domain decreases exponentially as t --) +co. Therefore, we will call these singularities 
conventional (volume) resonances. 
The poles of S-(a) correspond to the residues 
const . ei(o~(w)/c)(ct+v C~S B+XW sin e) 7 w(e) 2 0. 
The planes of constant phase (and therefore, the energy) moves in the direction v = (- cos0, 
-w sin 0) off the fluid and towards the boundary. Moreover, the resonance function vanishes at 
y + +co for each fixed z. Thus, the energy is localized mostly at the boundary for all t. It is 
natural to call o”(0) the surface resonances, opposite to the conventional (volume) resonances 
(62). In physical terms, the surface resonance corresponds to the radiation along the boundary 
instead of radiation into the fluid. 
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THEOREM 16. The linear span of volume resonance functions corresponds to the singularities 
of S+(o) in the upper half-plane C+ and coincides with the subspace K, of retarded scattered 
waves. The linear span of surface resonance functions corresponds to the singularities of S- (a) 
in C+ and coincides with the subspace K, of advanced scattered waves. 
COROLLARY 7. The poles of the ‘temporal’ scattering matrix on the physical sheet and associated 
with them surface resonances (or advanced plane waves) correspond to head (side) waves, well- 
known in acoustics, radiophysics [24], seismology, and oceanology [23]. 
Surface resonances may exist only if the (phase) velocity of the free boundary vibratiorrs exceeds 
the speed of sound in fluid. As we will see below, this intuitive condition holds for the most 
important physical systems: membranes and plates (and for the Timoshenkc-Mindlin model of 
plate as well). The resonance structure of scattering matrices for these systems is discussed in 
details below. 
It is of interest to find out the form of vectors from the dissipative subspaces Kr+. They may 
be represented as the wave packets composed from the elements of Kf;r. Keeping in mind that 
Scj”‘” > 0, we can write Sk in the form 
.I 
Nw u - Fj@,W) $+(c@,w) = n Nn u - Fj(6,W) j=l 0 - q44 ’ 
s-(ff;c?,w) = n 
j=l u - q(b) ’ 
so that cP(f3, w) are the volume, (~‘(6, w) are the surface resonances and N,,,, = N,,,(8, u). In the 
outgoing spectral representation a function f from Ke+ is defined by the properties f(u) E A-, 
S(c; 8, w)f E A+. Therefore, in this representation, K,g+, is the linear span of the functions 
Jy = i- T u _ utf:.9(e w) > j = l)...) NV,,. 3 ’ 
The constant in the solution is chosen in such a way that &-norm of a resonance function in 
Ke,w is unitary. 
Let us consider the spatial resonances cr”(8, w). Supposing that n = 3 (the space filled with fluid 
is three dimensional), we obtain the generalized eigenfunctions from the corresponding solution 
of the wave equation in 52. The solution is 
NV ei(+)s+ x(-s+) c -* rg+s;‘(a;e,w) j=l 4 3 3 
+x(-s-) 2 
(63) 
i=l 
where s& = ct f ycosfJ + xw sine, and x(s) is the Heaviside step function. 
Evidently, the first item may be interpreted as the incident wave, the second as the reflected 
wave, and the last as the resonance decaying mode. If S- = 1, then the reflected wave is absent 
and the resonant character of scattering is especially clear (see Figure 3). 
Indeed, the incident wave is completely absorbed by the boundary with no geometrical reflec- 
tion, and then it is radiated in direction (cos 0, -w sin 0). 
The solution corresponding to the surface resonance 0; has the form 
(64) 
resSI’(a;O,w) + x(s+)S~‘(a~;e,w)ei(a~‘c~‘s+ 
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-ct/ sin 6 XW 
Figure 3. The picture of wavefronts for a retarded scattered wave. 
Here the first and the second items describe the incident and the reflected waves, respectively. 
The third item is the resonance mode-unlike the volume resonance, it is not a wave radiated 
by the elastic plane, but the ‘tail’ of the incident wave. The reflected wave is situated before the 
wavefront s+ = d + ycos0 + xw sin0 = 0. The picture becomes the most dramatic if S+ z 1, 
when the incident wave before the wavefront is absent (see Figure 4). 
The reflected wave is radiated by the boundary before it may be excited by the incident wave 
in fluid. This is possible only if the speed of the energy transmission through the boundary 
exceeds the velocity of sound waves in fluid. Just this mechanism is responsible for breaking of 
analyticity of ‘temporal’ S-matrix. (If S+ $ 1, then absorption of the incident wave after the 
wavefront s- = 0 still requires the mechanism of supersonic energy flow.) 
For the spaces with dimension n > 3, the structure of the generalized eigenfunctions correspond- 
ing to the resonances with fixed f3, w differs from the one discussed above in that the eigenfunctions 
include the irregular distributions concentrated at the wavefronts s* = ct f y cos 8 + xw sin 8 = 0. 
5. SCATTERING BY A MEMBRANE 
A fluid-loaded membrane is the simplest physically reasonable system with interaction between 
sound and vibration. It was widely investigated in many works [1,2,39,40], but, to the best of 
our knowledge, the corresponding scattering problem was never examined in frames of operator 
theory. 
Operator of the free vibrations is 
A= -CL 
n-l 
1 1 c % 7 i=l 
and it acts in the space 7-l” = Lz(60). The operator describing sound and vibration of the 
membrane coupled with the half-space y > 0 filled with fluid is given by 
-c2Au ), 
aau(x, +0) - AC(x) 
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-ct/ sin 8 
Figure 4. The picture of wavefronts in an advanced scattered wave. 
where A denotes the Laplacian in 0, aa* = a*a = A. It is self-adjoint in the space of pairs 
Ld=(;>fi om 7-f = &(a) @ Hv, taking into account its domain 
Dam(C) = U E N : CM E 71 and gz (y=+O = cru (r,=+e + a*< , 
where (Y is the (complex) coupling constant and the boundary condition in the domain ensures 
the correct coupling of sound and vibration, see 19-121. Using the results of the previous sections, 
we can analyze the operator’s spectral properties. 
THEOREM 17. The operator L given by (65),(66) is selfadjoint and positive. Its spectrum consists 
of the two branches: the waveguide and the scattering. Each of these branches is absolutely con- 
tinuous with constant multiplicity and fills the semi-axis [0, +co). The corresponding generalized 
eigenfunctions form the orthonormed basis in 1-I. 
The system is invariant under rotation around Y-axis and the scattering matrix depends only 
from the angle of incidence of the incident wave 8. We have 
A(k) = c$lkj’, C2(P2 + lW2) % k, = 3Jq2 - C2@2 + lq2)’ 
so that the temporal scattering matrix may be written as 
where 
%,s(e) = 2 b12/c case 1 - (c&/c2) sin2 0’ 
For cm 5 c, the S-matrix is analytical in C- and surface resonances are absent. The spectrum 
of resonances 
Id2 c7:?Ru=o,-y%Y<+o3 (67) 
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is absolutely continuous and independent from k. Multiplicity of the spectrum is constant; 
corresponding generalized eigenvectors of the generator of the dissipative semigroup (resonance 
states) are parameterized by the points (6’,w) E ST-‘. For normal scattering at 0 = 0, the 
resonance is in the point i]a12/c. 
If c, > c, then for sufficiently small ,9 (less than the angle of total internal reflection 81, 
sin@ = c/c,), the resonances u,,,(8) are in the upper half-plane and their spectrum coincides 
with (67). When 0 --) 81 F 0, ores + fioo. For 8 > E)i, only surface resonances are possible. 
Their spectrum is 
Cw={a:~u=O,T,~,~Su>-OO}, 
7 3a Ial max=--- 
c”/cf 3x4 ]ol2 tan281 
2 c [l - cs/+Js/z = -2 c cos* 
This point of surface resonance spectrum corresponds to the second critical angle e2, 
ficos 02 = cos 81. In other terms, 
e2 = arccos - < arccos l 
d3 - 75’ 
(68) 
When c/c,,, -+ 0, 81 -+ 0, 02 ---) arccos l/a, and 
7 
3fi (aI2 c2 
max = --cF+O $1 2 m ( > In 
so that the lifetime of the surface resonance at the second critical angle @2 becomes arbitrarily 
long. Since ?JJu~, = 0 for both surface and spatial resonances, their decay is nonoscillatory. When 
8 + $, orea + 400. The Gram’s matrix for this system is trivial; K = L2(Sy-‘). 
If c,,., < c, then the operator B is unitary equivalent to the operator of multiplication by is in 
the space Ls( []cY]~/c, +oo); C&(S)) with absolutely continuous measure dp, 
$&I _ b12/c C"/C$ 
ds ~2 sine [&J/CL - 1 + 3~0~2 e] ’ 
s>la12, 
c 
where 0 as a function of s is uniquely defined by the equation 
s _ b12/c 1 
~0s e 1 - (C&/S) sin2 8 (70) 
in the interval 0 E [0, $). Evidently supp{dp(s)} = []oj2/c, +oo). When s N ]cY]~/c, the measure 
behaves as 
f&J = H2/c en/~ + l/2) c”/c& 
ds 9 dyqpp c~/c& - i + 3 ~0~2 e I1 + OW1* 
When s + 00, 
If c, > c, then the operator B is unitary equivalent to the operator of multiplication by 
is in the space Ls([(~j~/c, +oo); dpv(s)) @ L2( [7maxr +m); &s’(s)) @ L2([7max, +m); d/$(s)) with 
absolutely continuous measure dp given by (69), where 8 as a function of s is the unique solution 
of (70) in the interval [O, 0,) for dpv(s) and in the intervals (Or, Qz), (ez, I) for d&(s) and 
dpz (s) , respectively. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
In the paper we constructed and analyzed spectral and scattering properties of thin homoge- 
neous fluid-loaded elastic structures. Consecutive account of the vibrational degrees of freedom 
requires appropriate extension of the Hilbert space. Explicite spectral analysis of operators re- 
veals irregular analytical properties of the scattering matrix for the system: infiniteness of the 
scatterer gives rise to singularities which are impossible if the obstacle is compact. 
Application of Lax-Pillips approach enables us to interpret these irregularities in terms of res- 
onances connected with head waves in the system. This is also an interesting example when 
time-dependent theory results in the scattering matrix which differs from the Lax-Phillips scat- 
tering matrix. 
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